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Chapter 1
WELCOME!

A LITTLE OVERVIEW

Thank you for joining Acustica Audio and purchasing this product.
Nebula4 is shipped with an extensive library of programs, which we hope you will enjoy. 
To find out more about Nebula4 beyond the contents of this guide, please visit our web-
site, which is located at www.acustica-audio.com.

If interested, or if you have questions on our products, join our forum or send an e-mail 
to info@acusticaudio.net

Nebula is essentially a sophisticated fx processor.

We have tried to keep things simple, because we felt it was not useful for the musician 
or the mixer engineer if things are too complicated. It is possible to operate Nebula4 with 
a minimum amount of knowledge, however there are some more advanced options and 
parameters that enable a variety of changes to be made to the way in which the Nebula 
engine operate.

Please follow the addendum-note contained within this guide, as it demonstrates how 
to use the shipped programs in the best way possible.
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A target system (for example a reverb processor) is excited by a test tone and its outputs 
are sampled. Through a process called “deconvolution” the final impulse response is 
calculated. The impulse can now be loaded within the convolver. After loading the im-
pulse into the convolver (the fx processor) it is able to behave “like” the target system.

In this case the results are pretty good, as long as the system is linear in nature. The 
method is not suitable for modelling distortion though. Why? Because there is an inher-
ent limitation within impulse responses that prevents this.

From a conceptual view convolution can be viewed as being a static process, which is 
somewhat analogous to the concept of taking photographs. A static photograph can be 
considered to be a clean “snapshot” of reality, an abstraction of sorts. Similarly speaking 
a basic impulse capture is similar in nature that is it is a static snapshot. Overall it can said 
that convolution as implemented by a basic convolver is as much a static representation 
of a real world system as a photograph is a depiction and perfect model of the real world.

A general theory on distortion was formulated by a mathematician, Volterra, in 1870. Ac-
cording to Volterra, for each harmonic order it is possible to model a “whole system” via 
the utilisation of a finite number of “kernels”. The standard impulse response is simply 
one of them.
This tells us how to get a “dirty” photo.
Nebula is able to process an high number of kernels at once, through the built-in Kernel 
Engine:

It is able to store not only a static copy, but also a dynamic one. For example a time-vari-
ant system could be modelled by a large number of kernels, exactly as if you were using 
a camera for making a movie. An equaliser could be modelled by a photo for each set-
ting (combinations of frequency, gain,q) and so on. A cyclic time-variant fx like a flanger 
could be modelled sampling it and looping its kernels. Further, Nebula is particularly 
good for “guessing” the missing photographic “frames”, resulting in perfect fluid anima-
tion.
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Instead of a photographic camera, here you need a computer standalone application 
called “NebulaSampler”:

It’s like a sampler, but it samples the behaviour of the system.
Finally, the Kernel Engine is controlled by the Vectorial Engine:

The Vectorial Engine is a purely a control mechanism; it doesn’t produce a single audio 
waveform. Inside it you’ll find the same modules you could find inside a synthesizer: 
LFOs, envelopes, signal compressors, functions.
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The final structure is shown below:

Nebula parses plain xml files (files you could open with an internet browser or a text ed-
itor) and waveforms. The main xml file is called Program File, remaining files are organ-
ized in a directory-like structure called Kernel Vectors or Vector Folder.
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Chapter 2
YOUR FIRST TIME WITH NEBULA
Open you preferred sequencer or audio editor. Start a new track, start the play mode 
and, while the audio is running, select “Nebula4 Free” from your VST plug-ins list:

If Nebula4 displays something different (it hangs or it crashes), check the installation 
procedure or consult our support forum.
For the N4 commercial version as a body you will see the FX control.

Select the category EQU on the right, look for a program called “2055 angels HI”, then 
click on it.
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As soon as you change the frequency (slider 1), the gain (slider 2) or the Q (slider 3) you’ll 
realize this is an awesome equaliser program!

To setup your signal levels you can adjust the input and/or the output gain knob:
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Chapter 3
DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS

1– Touch screen

This area is mouse-sensitive.
Nebula contains a 58 character, 11 line LCD display which indicates the current status of 
a program or a parameter. The top region is called status bar, the bottom region is called 
menu bar.

2 – Input/Output knobs

This knobs set the gain of input/output signal

3 – Sliders

Nebula is equipped with 8 programmable sliders. Their meaning depends on the current 
program selected.

4 – Mini LCD

On the bottom of each slider a 3 line LCD display indicates the meaning of the slider 
itself. The number of characters depends on the actual skin used.
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Browser window consists of 4 major areas:

1. tool bar at the top
2. navigator at the middle left
3. program list/search results at the middle right
4. path bar at the bottom

The TOOLBAR contains buttons with the most important functions (from left to right):

• go back one step in the browsing history
• go forward one step in the browsing history
• load currently selected program
• load previous program (relative to the currently selected program)
• load next program (relative to the currently selected program)

Tool bar also contains entry box for quick searching – enter the string you are looking 
for and the program list will be instantly filtered to the programs, whose name, descrip-
tion or vendor contain string you are searching for. Note, that the list of results for each 
search operation represents a new step in the browsing history.

Chapter 4
N4 BROWSER
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The NAVIGATOR contains a shortcut for quick access to the repository root (Reposito-
ries/Default) and customizable favourites list for instant access to the desired locations 
in the repository (favourites can be added, deleted, reordered and renamed). Mouse 
right-click in the navigator area shows context menu and drag and drop can be used for 
adding and reordering favourites. Favourites list is saved and it is restored next time you 
use browser.

The PROGRAM LIST shows contents (programs and sub-folders/categories) of the cur-
rently selected folder in the Nebula repository. Browsing always starts with repository 
root being current folder and list is represented in a tree-view form.

Program list contains following columns:

• Name (program or sub-folder/category name)
• Description
• Vendor
• Kind (program/category (1,2,3))
• Number
• File name (actual N2P file name)

Columns can be reordered, their positions are saved and wil be restored next
time you use browser. By default, program list is sorted by program name in
ascending order – this can be toggled with a mouse click on the Name column. 

Current folder item can be changed with a mouse double-click on the subfolder/ cat-
egory. This is instantly reflected in Pathbar. Also, new browsing history step is created.

Mouse click on the triangle icon on the left of the folder name will toggle expand/collapse 
function – the list of the folder’s child folders and programs will be revealed/hidden.

Mouse double-click on the program item will load program into Nebula memory. For 
program items you can use mouse drag&drop to add them to the favourites list in the 
Navigator.

Mouse right-click on item area shows context menu with the options which can also be 
found in the Toolbar. Additionally, there are expand/collapse options for the current fold-
er item and alternatively, for all folder items in the repository.
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The PATH-BAR shows detailed information about current folder in the repository. Com-
plete history of its parent folders from right to the left (up to the repository root folder) is 
shown. Mouse double-click on any folder in the path-bar will make it current.

Additional internal details

Browser’s skin (icons and fonts) are stored in Nebula repository Skins/N4_RACK sub-folder.

Browser saves and restores its window position and size, favourites list and column po-
sitions from the settings file named N4.settings, which is located in the root folder of the 
repository. The same settings are shared across multiple N4 instances.

N4.settings useful tags (NEBULA4/SETTINGS/BROWSER branch):

• make browser window always on top (best setting usuually depends on
host’s handling of top level windows)
<ALWAYSONTOP> 1 </ALWAYSONTOP>

• automatically close browser window after the program has been loaded
<AUTOCLOSE> 1 </AUTOCLOSE>

Nebula4.xml useful tags (MASTER branch):

• use browser
<BROWSER> 1 </BROWSER>

• use settings window (MAST, etc) – in the development
<SETTINGS> 1 </SETTINGS>
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THEORY OF OPERATION

THE PROG PAGE (view mode)

Nebula is an extremely sophisticated digital signal processor, which is capable of sup-
plying an infinite number of stereo kernels. The only limit on real-time processing is the 
current CPU load.

This is the principal page.

The status bar shows:

1 – SMP

This is the number of samples/waveform used for the current program.

2 – KRN

This is the number of active kernels. As a rule of thumb a kernel produces a single har-
monic order, but there are some exceptions. A kernel is completely controlled by the 
vectorial engine, and is calculated by mixing and morphing the waveforms owned by it, 
it is organized in a sort of pyramidal hierarchy.
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3 – PRF

Sometimes the host performance indicator is not accurate enough. Nebula reports the 
correct amount and displays it here.

Determining which preset is loaded:

The name of the current working program is displayed with a big font.
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If Nebula cannot load a particular program, it will load the first program, named Init. It is 
the basic program.

1 – Memory position

The little number after the program name represents the current memory location.
Internal memory is organized in 10 banks, each bank is composed by 100 memory lo-
cations, so you have 1000 memory locations, starting from 0 to 999. For example, the 
second location of the second memory bank is named 101. This information should be 
kept in mind when loading external libraries. 

2 – K indicator

A little k after the program name indicates that the current program is encrypted. On your 
hard disk you will find a single N2P file in your programs folder and a single optional N2V 
file in your vector folder for this particular program.

3 – C indicator

A small letter “c” after the program name indicates that the current program has been 
converted to match the sampling rate of the plug-in hosts current host rate. Nebula has 
a sophisticated frequency rate conversion algorithm that is based on mixed rate conver-
sion techniques.

4 – Description

Nebula displays a short description 

5 – Frequency rate

Nebula displays a couple of values here.
The first value is the original frequency rate. When a program is loaded, all the wave-
forms are converted to the host rate: this is the second value.
The host rate could change again (the result of which will be that rates will not match any 
more): in this case a little arrow will blink.

Changing Presets by typing in their memory locations.
Click on the name of a program. Type in the memory location number of a preset. The 
preset at the memory location that has been typed in will then be loaded.
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Will load the program number 3:

For example, click on “2055 Angels HI” and type:

3 [enter]

or

003

In the upper-right corner there are six buttons:

1 – RELOAD

Pressing this button will reload the current program from the hard-disk, discarding cur-
rent settings.

2 – BYPASS

Use this button to bypass the audio engine. It preserves the output loudness.

3 – SAVE

Pressing this button saves the current program settings to the hard-disk, overriding the 
original files. This operation can’t be undone, so be careful. When you save your session 
from the host application (audio editor or sequencer) or you save a bank/preset using 
the host preset saving features, only the selected program is really saved. All the set-
tings regarding other programs are lost.
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4 – ECONO

This button forces the FREQD processing for every kernel, minimizing the cpu load. Neb-
ula will process sound with a slight lower quality, since the standard TIMED processing 
is more accurate.

5 – NODROP

This mode minimizes audio drop-outs. The host could display a wrong cpu load.

6 – EDIT

This button enters the EDIT mode for the current program (it will be discussed later)

The bottom section of the page allows the parameter displaying/editing:

The first two parameters are not-editable, and reflect the gain-in and gain-out slider 
settings.

The little font-reversed number represents the programmable slider number for a quick 
editing. Alternatively, you could select it pushing the left button of the mouse, dragging 
the value, and releasing the button when you have finished. Use a vertical movement for 
a quick adjustment, an horizontal one if you wish a more accurate selection.
We can’t tell here what kind of parameters could be displayed for each program and their 
meaning. They are programmable due to the vectorial architecture engine.
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THE PROG PAGE (list mode)

This page is a different view for the same page described in the previous section. You 
have access to it clicking on the little “L” button located in the upper right corner.

You are able to revert the previous view clicking on the same button again.
The status bar shows:

1 – RTE

This is the program rate and is expressed in milliseconds. It represent the period used by 
Nebula for recalculating all internal synthesis parameters and controls. The smaller the 
period, faster the synthesis engine will be, better the results.
You can override the individual program setting editing a global parameter inside the 
MAST page.
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In the upper-left corner you will find the program name, as described in the previous 
section:

Clicking on the name you are able to load a program typing its memory location number.

The right section of the page allows the program selection:

2 – MEM

This is the memory RAM occupied by the current program, expressed in Megabytes.

3 – host rate

A value expressed in Hertz and without any label indicates the frequency rate utilized by 
the host application (the sequencer or the audio editor).
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Push the little arrows to search the list. The current program is high lightened. Select a 
different program to load it. Please note that when you return to a previous selected pro-
gram, the old parameters and the internal edits are recalled.

The bottom section of the page allows the parameter displaying/editing.
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This page provides information about the Kernel engine.

The status bar displays the RTE, the T and the PRF parameters. They were described in 
the previous sections.

THE KERN PAGE

Nebula is limited to 6 kernel players. The concept of “player” is close to the concept of 
polyphony commonly referred for synthesizers. They are like generators.
Five of them are named with a number, from 1 to 5. The sixth is named S, because it is 
used for time-variant simulations through a technology called Smooth, or for equaliser 
and filter simulations thought a technology called Split-hybrid.
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We will not cover their description here; it is beyond the scope of this manual.

Even if Nebula allows an individual optimization mode, there are only two different algo-
rithms, namely TIMED (time domain) and FREQD (frequency domain).
These are clearly labelled on the top of each column.
TIMED allows a faster control (shorter program rate values) and is heavy on CPU. FREQD 
forces a slower synthesis (long program rate values), but is light.
It sounds with a lower quality too, but you need really good monitors for checking this.
The FADE column indicates the fade-out size. It is aimed for tuning the tail length in re-
verberation programs.

Each row is labelled with a kernel name, from H1 to H5. H1 is the impulse response; H2 
is the first harmonic order and so on.
H1 is a pure linear component. Nebula minimizes its distortion through the Smooth pro-
cess even if it changes dynamically.

Use the little arrows for changing the algorithm for each player.

In the section below their name is printed between brackets:
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You are able to modify the kernel length too.

The RTE parameter on the status bar will reflect any modification. Sometimes, the arrow 
for the H1 kernel is not visible. It happens if the split-hybrid is active, so the kernel is re-
produced using both TIMED and FREQD. As explained before, TIMED sounds better but 
it is cpu intensive, for this reason a short section of it is played using TIMED, while remain 
length is played using FREQD.

A flashing T indicator shows that Nebula is using multi-threading. This happens while 
it is playing long kernels, for example a complex reverb program. In this case the plugin 
host cannot measure the CPU load properly, because the process hosted by Nebula 
behaves like a different application.
Essentially VST hosts cannot measure the CPU consumption of threads spawned by 
Nebula.

In the upper-right corner there a couple of new buttons:

1 – SPLITH

Push this button for toggle between split-hybrid mode and the classic player mode.

2 – MONO-L

Push this button for toggle between mono and stereo mode. Please note that the mono 
mode does not mean you will drop the stereo information, it means that Nebula will only 
process both left and right channels using mono kernels, it operates as if you were using 
the same ideal channel for all your stereo tracks, processing them separately. Enable this 
feature for equalisers or filters, especially
if you are using them for mastering.
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THE MAST PAGE
This page provides information about the global Nebula settings.

This page provides information about the global Nebula settings. Displayed immediately 
below the status bar is the Nebula version number and release description.

1 – METERS

Headroom indicators.
Supported modes: average, rms and peak, along with average17 and rms17; the last two 
ones are full compliant to the AES17 standard. Rms17 mode behaves like a vu-meter or 
a k-meter, but it is limited to 12 LEDs.

2 – OPT TIMED

Optimization code for the TIMED algorithm.
Use this parameter for troubleshooting.
The first time Nebula is started a special diagnostic will select the right configuration. 
The modes above 6 should not be selected at all, they are reserved for the FREQD algo-
rithm. A blinking exclamation point indicates that the selected mode is not available. For 
example this
happens when the FFTW algorithm is selected and the FFTW dll is not found/installed.
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3 – OPT FREQD

Optimization code for the FREQD algorithm.
A blinking exclamation point indicates that the selected mode is not available. For ex-
ample this happens when the FFTW algorithm is selected and the FFTW dll is not found/
installed.

4 – PROG RATE
When edited this parameter overrides the settings of the currently loaded program.
It represents the period used by Nebula for recalculating all internal synthesis parame-
ters and controls. 

5 – QUALITY

This is used by Nebula at rendering time, when the user exports audio tracks or bounces 
them. This feature only works if the host program (VST Host) provides notification of its 
internal status. Increasing it Nebula will be more accurate. The actual program rate will 
be the result of the division between PROG RATE and QUALITY. Rendering process will 
be slower.

6 – SCAN BOOT

If enabled, Nebula will look for new programs when initialised.
The symbol * indicates that changes made to the parameter will take effect next time 
the plug-in is booted.

7 – DSP BUFF

This number defines the internal DSP buffer size, it is expressed in bytes.
This is a read-only parameter.

8 – COLOUR
This parameter may be changed to a different preset-predefined templated value. It de-
termines the colour scheme, and colours used within Nebulas interface.

9 – BOOT
If disabled Nebula will load slower, at a suboptimal rate, and the built-in diagnostic steps 
will be visible. The diagnostic will be launched at start-up time, every time the plug-in is 
loaded.
This parameter is used for troubleshooting.
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The symbol * indicates that changes made to the parameter will take effect next time 
the plug-in is booted.

10 – LOADER PR

This is the thread priority of the loader process. This parameter is used for troubleshoot-
ing.
A low priority makes the loading process slower but saves the CPU from overloads. 

11 – OFFSET

When a program is loaded, every waveform is “peak-synchronised”. Offset defines the 
distance between the start of the waveform and the peak position, it is expressed in 
milliseconds.
For small values the transient section of the kernel could potentially be windowed in a 
wrong way.
The symbol * indicates that changes made to the parameter will take effect next time 
the plug-in is booted.

12 – L TIMED

This number defines the upper bound limit for the TIMED length. It is expressed in milli-
seconds.
This parameter is may be used to optimize the CPU load on slow systems.
The symbol * indicates that changes made to the parameter will take effect next time 
the plug-in is booted.

13 – L FREQD

This parameter defines the upper bound limit for the FREQD length. It is expressed in 
seconds.
This parameter is used for optimizing the CPU load of slow systems.
The symbol * indicates that changes made to the parameter will take effect next time 
the plug-in is booted.

14 – GUI RATE

This parameter defines the frequency rate at which the graphical user interface is re-
freshed (meters, display, slider bridges).
It does not affect the sound quality.
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15 – KERNELS

This parameter defines the upper bound limit for the number of Kernels reproduced by 
Nebula.
It is used for optimizing the CPU load on slow systems.

16 – AHEAD

This parameter controls the look-ahead buffer utilised by compressor and dynamic pro-
grams in general. It is expressed in milliseconds. Increasing this parameter will increase 
latency.
The symbol * indicates that the parameter will take effect next time the plug-in is booted.

17– RATE CNV

This parameter sets the upper bound limit for the sample rate conversion action. It is ex-
pressed in milliseconds This parameter is used for optimizing the loading time on slow 
systems. A large reverb program requires a large amount of time to load, in this case the 
rate conversion procedure is skipped.

18 – GHOST MODE

This mode minimizes audio drop-outs for every kind of reverberation programs (long 
sized kernels).
The host (audio editor / sequencer) may display the CPU load incorrectly.

19 – AUTOTHREAD
This parameter is used for troubleshooting.
A different thread is generated for long sized kernels (reverberation programs).
The thread is active when
- the option is enabled and the kernel size is greater than the current audio block buffer.
- the option is disabled and the kernel size is greater then the MINTHREADSDIM variable 
of the master descriptor file.
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In the upper-right corner there a couple of buttons:

1 – ABOUT

Clicking on this button displays the about page.

2 – SAVE

Clicking on this button saves the current master and midi configuration settings to the 
hard-disk, overriding the original master settings file. This operation cannot be undone, 
so be careful. This button must be used in order to save master and midi parameters.

THE MIDI PAGE
This page provides information about midi control settings.
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The status bar has a “new” element, the BPM value: it is obtained from the plug-in host 
application and it is used for synchronising all internal modules when Q (quantize mode) 
is enabled.

You are able to assign a different midi control for each slider.
The midi-learning feature is accessible from the little arrows on the right.
A little arrow will appear on the left:

As soon as Nebula receives a midi signal the midi control code will be associated to the 
selected slider and the arrow will disappear.
Alternatively you could type the control code manually using the keyboard entry.
Clicking on the SAVE button saves the current master and midi configuration settings 
to the hard-disk, overriding the original master settings file. This operation cannot be 
undone, so be careful. This button must be used in order to save master and midi pa-
rameters.
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THE DISK PAGE
This page allows the loading of the external libraries. In order to load a library you need to 
select a library, and the position in memory to load it. The parameters which are respon-
sible for the loading of a library are described below:

1 – LICENCE
Commercial releases display the registered owner. In this case the licence name is set 
to “TRIAL”

2 – SELECT LIBRARY
This is the name of the xml file of the external library that is to be loaded or replaced by 
Nebula. A library named “ROM.XML” is the default one: Nebula loads its content at start-
up time.

3 – SELECT BANK
This is the target memory bank e.g. slots 100..199 which a library may be loaded into or 
saved from. The bank memory area will be cleared before a library is loaded into it.

In the upper-right corner there are 3 buttons:
1.LOAD
Clicking this button clears the target memory bank and loads the external library content.
2.CLEAR
Clicking this button clears the target memory bank.
3.SAVE
Clicking this button saves the target memory bank to the external library, overwriting it.
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THE MEMO PAGE

The EDIT button located in the PROG page enters the edit mode for the current program.

This page provides information about the memory location in use.

Chapter 5
PROGRAM EDITING
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Internal memory is organized in 10 banks, each bank is composed by 100 memory loca-
tions, so you have 1000 memory locations, starting from 0 to 999.

1 – BANK

This is the bank that the OVWRTE and the DELETE soft buttons will affect.

2 – MEMORY

This is the memory slot that the OVWRTE and the DELETE soft buttons will affect.

3 – NAME

This is the program name.

4 – CAT

This is the program category.

5 – DESC

This is the program description.

The last three fields are editable. Use the keyboard entry for entering a different name, 
category or description content:
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In the upper-right corner there are a couple of buttons:

1 – OVWRTE

Clicking on this button overwrites the target memory slot (identified by the BANK and 
MEMORY fields) replacing it with the current edited data. The action has a temporary 
effect.

2 – MEMORY

Clicking on this button cleans the target memory slot (identified by the BANK and MEM-
ORY fields). The action has a temporary effect.

Use the SAVE button located in the DISK page for a permanent modification to a speci-
fied library.
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THE PRMS PAGE
This page allows the customization of displayed parameters:

Parameters which are visible in the PROG page are listed in the “Visible” column.

In the upper-right corner there are 3 buttons:

1 – MVE UP

Clicking on this button changes the displayed order for the selected parameter.
The PROG page appearence will change accordingly.

2 – MVE DW

Clicking on this button changes the displayed order for the selected parameter.
The PROG page appearence will change accordingly.

3 – INVIS

Clicking on this button hides the selected parameter and it will not visible any more in 
the PROG page:
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Clicking the VISIB button reverts to the visible state again.

Mouse drag&drop is supported.
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THE GLOB PAGE
This page allows the customization of global and miscellaneous settings:

Displayed immediately below the status bar are 10 global parameters:

1 – PAD IN

This is an additional gain input control, and it is placed after the GAIN IN block/sliders.

2 – PAD OUT

This is an additional gain output control, and it is placed before the GAIN OUT block/
sliders.
It provides a correction to a wrong (or not-optimal) sampling level. Use this control for 
fine tweaking the output 0dB level: GAIN IN and GAIN OUT should be at the 0dB position 
during this operation.

3 – RATE

The parameter represents the period used by Nebula for recalculating the state and the 
internal sources. The parameter is active and is editable only if the RATE S parameter is 
ON: in this case it overrides the PROG RATE setting of the MAST page.
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4– RATE S

The parameter activates or deactivates the RATE parameter located in this page.
When deactivated the PROG RATE setting (MAST page) will take effect again.

5 – SMOOTH

This parameter represents the smoothing algorithm. This mode is useful for minimiz-
ing distortion and aliasing for the H1 kernel. There are 21 different algorithms available. 
When activated an additional kernel player called S is instantiated. The player is shared 
with Split-hybrid, so the two modes cannot be active at the same time.

6 – FEEDBK

Nebula provides an reversed feedback audio path from the PAD OUT block to the PAD 
IN block, like a sort of ring modulator or a simplified resonance control. The control is not 
active until a right source is selected for FEEDBK SC. Wrong values cause distortion and 
loud zapping noises, so be careful.
There is a simplified protection, outputs are digitally limited @ +24dB.

7 – FEEDBK SC

The parameter represents the control source for the feedback signal. Sources are pure 
control signals, they are described in Appendix - sources. The source OFF deactivates 
the feedback path at all.

8 – AHEAD

This parameter controls the look-ahead buffer utilised by compressor and dynamic pro-
grams in general. It is expressed in milliseconds. The max value allowed is the AHEAD 
value located in the MAST page.

9 – DRY

Nebula provides a dry audio path, useful for adding a direct/dry signal to the wet result. 
The control is not active until the right source is selected for DRY SC.

10 – DRY SC

The parameter represents the control source for the dry signal. Sources are pure control 
signals, they are described in Appendix - sources. The source OFF deactivates the dry 
path at all.
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The bottom section of the page allows the programmable sliders editing:

MIX1 is the slider number 1, MIX2 is the slider number 2 and so on.

1 – S

The parameter controls the state of a programmable slider.
When the state is ON the slider is active.

2 – V

The parameter selects the slider value
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THE LFOS PAGE
This page allows the customization of the 4 internal LFOs:

An LFO is a low frequency oscillator. Like all internal Nebula sources it generates a num-
ber in the [-1..+1] interval and has a cyclic behaviour.

1 – MnRate

This is the minimum speed expressed in Herz; it ranges between 0 and 24 Hz.
When RateSc is OFF the LFO will work at its minimum speed.

2 – MxRate

This is the maximum speed expressed in Herz; it ranges between 0 and 24 Hz.
When RateSc is ON the LFO will work at its maximum speed. The istantaneus LFO speed 
is a value that ranges between MnRate and MxRate, depending on the RateSc source 
control.

3 – Q

Nebula allows the quantization of the LFO speed.
The quantization is expressed as fraction of the measure. The actual tempo song is 
displayed in the MIDI page (BPM value). For example if Q is 32 the LFO speed will be 
quantized to 1/32 note values.
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4 – RateSc

The parameter represents the control source for the LFO speed.

5 – Shape

This is the actual LFO shape. A complete list of LFO shapes is in Appendix – LFO shapes.

6 – Phase

The Phase parameter determinates the maximum starting point offset for the LFO cycle. 
It is expressed in degrees; it ranges between 0 and 360 degrees.

7 – PhaseSc

This is the source control for the LFO phase. When PhaseSc is OFF the phase will be 0, 
when PhaseSc is ON the phase will be the value expressed in the Phase parameter. For 
intermediate values the phase will change accordingly.
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A FUN is a module with 2 input pins and 1 single output pin.

1 – A

First input pin.
Use slider number 2 for entering a control source.
Use the slider number 3 for entering directly a numeric constant value in the range 
[-1..+1].

2 – (dB)

First input pin expressed in the logarithm scale. This parameter is read-only.

3 – B

Second input pin.
Use slider number 2 for entering a control source.
Use the slider number 3 for entering directly a numeric constant value in the range 
[-1..+1].

4 – (dB)

Second input pin expressed in the logarithm scale. This parameter is read-only.

5 – FUN

FUN type. A complete list of FUN types is in Appendix – FUN types.

THE FUNS PAGE
This page allows for the customization of the 8 internal FUNs:
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THE EVFS PAGE
This page allows the customization of the 4 internal EVFs:

EVF is the short name for “envelope follower”. The purpose of an envelope follower is the 
assessment of an input audio source, and the tracking of a control signal.
A typical application of an EVF is the driving of a compression ratio in a dynamic simu-
lation program.

1 – Env Type

This is the assessment type. Supported modes: average, rms and peak, along with av-
erage17 and rms17; the last two ones are full compliant to the AES17 standard.
Rms17 mode behaves like a vu-meter.

2 – Att Min

This is the minimum attack time expressed in milliseconds; it ranges between 1 and 600 
ms.
When Att Sc is OFF the attack time will be the minimum one. The attack time has the 
same meaning found in dynamic effects such as compressors or expanders.

3 – Att Max

This is the maximum attack time expressed in milliseconds; it ranges between 1 and 5 s.
When Att Sc is ON the attack time will be the maximum one. The istantaneus attack 
time is a value that ranges between Att Min and Att Max, depending on the Att Sc source 
control.
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For example the value 20% means that the envelope follower will sum 20% of the output 
of the PAD OUT module and the 80% of the output of the GAIN IN module. The assess-
ment will be executed on the resulting audio channel.

4 – Att Sc

The parameter represents the control source for the attack time.

5 – Rel Min

This is the minimum release time expressed in milliseconds; it ranges between 1 and 
600 ms.
The release time has the same meaning found in dynamic effects such as compressors 
or expanders.

6 – Rel Max

This is the maximum release time expressed in milliseconds; it ranges between 1 and 5 
s.
The istantaneus release time is a value that ranges between Rel Min and Rel Max, de-
pending on the Rel Sc source control. 

7 – Rel Sc

The parameter represents the control source for the release time.

8 – I/O Bal

The parameter sets the percentage of signal taken at the output pins of the PAD OUT 
module. The remain percentage will be taken at the output pins of the GAIN IN module. 
The resulting signal will be used for the assessment:
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THE ENVS PAGE
This page allows the customization of the 2 internal ENVs:

An ENV is a control source with a programmable behaviour.
There is an activation condition and a deactivation condition.
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1 – ActivSc

This is the activation source.
The activation condition is the following one:
- the activation source is positive.
- previously the activation source was negative.

2 – DeactSc

This is the deactivation source.
The deactivation condition is the following one:
- the deactivation source is positive.
- previously the deactivation source was negative. 

3 –Start Level

This is the value assumed from the EVF output immediatly after its activation.

4 – Attack Level, Attack Time, Attack Curve

Once the ENV is activated, it reaches the Attack Level within the Attack Time. The tran-
sition is executed following the Attack Curve shape, which ranges from a linear to an 
exponential curve.
Attack Time ranges between 1 and 600 milliseconds. There are 10 curve shapes avail-
able.

5 – Break Level, Decay Time, Decay Curve

Once the Attack Time segment is completely executed, the ENV reaches the Break Lev-
el within the Decay Time. The transition is executed following the Decay Curve shape, 
which ranges from a linear to an exponential curve. Decay Time ranges between 1 and 
600 milliseconds. There are 10 curve shapes available.

6 – Sustain Level, Slope Time, Slope Curve

Once the Decay Time segment is completely executed, the ENV reaches the Sustain 
Level within the Slope Time. The transition is executed following the Slope Curve shape, 
which ranges from a linear to an exponential curve. Decay Time ranges between 1 and 
600 milliseconds. There are 10 curve shapes available.
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7 – Release Time, Release Curve

The ENV cycles the Slope Time segment until the deactivation condition is triggered. At 
this point, the ENV reaches the Start Level within the Release time. The transition is ex-
ecuted following the Release Curve shape, which ranges from a linear to an exponential 
curve. Release Time ranges between 1 and 600 milliseconds. There are 10 curve shapes 
available.

8 – Level Amount, Level AmountSc

Every level amplitude is multiplied for a factor called Level Amount and for Level AmountSc 
control source, which is a real-time control.

9 – Time Amount, Time AmountSc

Every time segment is multiplied for a factor called Time Amount and for the Time 
AmountSc control source. In this way time segments could be shortened or stretched 
following a real-time rule.

In the upper-right corner there are 2 arrows.

Clicking on them changes the current displayed ENV, switching between the ENV1 and 
the ENV2 page.
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DYNs are similar to audio compressors or expanders, but process control signals only. 
While it’s possible to emulate a plug-in compressor using an EVF followed by a DYN 
module, the simplified structure is not able to emulate properly an hardware dynamic 
device. For this scope the Nebula sampling approach give better results.

1 – Input Sc

This is the input source.

2 – Dynmc Type

This is the DYN type: when it is equal to COMP the DYN behaves like a compressor, oth-
erwise it behaves like an expander.

3 – Thold Sc

This is the threshold source. The compression or expansion is activated when threshold 
source is a positive value.

4 – Ratio Sc

This is the ratio source.

THE DYNS PAGE
This page allows the customization of the 2 internal DYNs:
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5 – Curve

This is the shape of the input/output transfer function. There are 10 shapes available: 
LINEAR mode, ANALOG mode and 8 exponential functions.

6 – Range

When the Ratio Sc is ON (value = +1) the ratio is Ratio:1 (COMP mode) or 1:Ratio (EXPN 
mode).
When the Ratio Sc is OFF (value = -1) the ratio is 1:1. Intermediate Ratio Sc values allow 
intermediate compression or expansion ratios.

7 – Mkeup

This is a Make-up reduction amount. It is expressed in dB, assuming that the Input Sc 
was converted to the dB/logarithm scale.
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Control sources are pure signal generators.
The generated value is a number between –1 and +1.
For example the slider number 1 is called “MIX1”. When the slider is completely down 
MIX1 is equal to -1, when the slider is completely up MIX1 is equal to +1.

Constant values:

Low frequency oscillators (LFOs page):

Functions (FUNs page):

SOURCE
OFF
ON

SOURCE
LFO1
LFO2
LFO3
LFO4
RTELFO1
RTELFO2
RTELFO3
RTELFO4

SOURCE
FUN1
FUN2
FUN3
FUN4
FUN5
FUN6
FUN7
FUN8

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
constant
constant

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
LFO1 output pin
LFO2 output pin
LFO3 output pin
LFO4 output pin
LFO1 rate
LFO2 rate
LFO3 rate
LFO4 rate

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1
+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1

Appendix
SOURCES
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Input and output assessments:

Sliders (GLOB page):

Envelopes (ENVs page):

SOURCE
EVF1
EVF2
EVF3
EVF4
LSTO
IN_L
IN_R
IN_P
OUTL
OUTR
OUTP

SOURCE
MIX1
MIX2
MIX3
MIX4
MIX5
MIX6
MIX7
MIX8
GAININ
GAINOUT

SOURCE
ENV1
ENV2
ENV3
ENV4

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin
engine instantaneous output
left GAIN IN output pin, RMS17
right GAIN IN output pin, RMS17
GAIN IN output pin, RMS17
left engine output pin, RMS17
right engine output pin, RMS17
PAD OUT output pin, RMS17

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
Slider1
Slider2
Slider3
Slider4
Slider5
Slider6
Slider7
Slider8
Slider GAIN IN
Slider GAIN OUT 

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
output pin
output pin
output pin
output pin

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
0..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
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Dynamic modules (DYNs page):

Display parameters (no editor available):

Auxiliary busses (no editor available):

SOURCE
DNM1
DNM2

SOURCE
PRM1
PRM2
PRM3
PRM4
PRM5
PRM6
PRM7
PRM8
PRM9
PRM10
PRM11
PRM12

SOURCE
BUS1
BUS2
BUS3
BUS4
BUS5
BUS6
BUS7
BUS8

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
output pin
output pin

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin 
FUN output pin

SOURCE DESCRIPTION
output pin 
output pin 
output pin 
output pin
output pin 
output pin 
output pin 
output pin 

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1

GENERATED SIGNAL
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
-1..+1
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LFO SHAPES
Sine

+Sine

Square

+Squar
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Triang

+Trian

Rise S
Ramp

+Rise
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Fall S

+Fall

3 Step

4 Step
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5 Step

6 Step

7 Step

8 Step
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10 Ste

12 Ste
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FUN TYPES
A FUN is a module with 2 input pins and 1 single output pin.
A fixed algorithm (which very often is a simple math expression) is evaluated.
Before returning the result, the FUN module adds or subtract the number 2 until it gets a 
number in the range [-1..+1].

For example, the FUN

a+b                                                      [1]

in the case the first input is equal to 1 and the second input is equal to 0.5 will evaluate 
the following result:
a+b = 1.5                                           [2]

but the output will be

(1.5 - 2) = -0.5                                 [3]

because 1.5 is out of the range [-1..+1].
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Math FUNs
The FUN output is the result of a simple numeric expression.

a                              (it works like a bypass function)
a+b
a-
b
(a+b)/2
a/2+b
a/4+b/2
(a+2b)/3
a*b
a*1
0
^b
|a+b|                      (module operator generates a positive result)
|a-b|
min(a,b)
max(a,b)
b/(1-a)
(a+b)^2
sin(a+b)
cos(a+b)
tri(a+b)
exp(a,1/b)            (exp is the exponential function)
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Ramp FUNs

Diode FUNs

The ramp operator (sawtooth) is applied to a standard math FUN:

The diode operator is applied to a standard math FUN:

ramp(f=a+b)
ramp(f=a-b)
ramp(f=(a+b)/4)
ramp(f=a*b)
ramp(f=-a*b)
ramp(f=a*10^b)

Diode(a-b)
Diode(a-b+.5)
Diode(a-b-.5)
Diode(a-b+.25)
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Logic FUNs

Engine FUNs

Input values are transformed in logic values:

They are complex miscellaneous functions (for example the logarithm scale conversion).
Their description goes beyond the scopes of this manual.

Db(a)
Db(a)-Db(b)
ScaleDb a to b
ScaleDb(a,b)
gainpad+
gainpada(*
unipolar)b
a(/unipolar)b
a*unipolar(b)
Quantize b to a
warp(a,b)

then a logic operator is applied.

a AND b
a OR b
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NEBULA3 SPECIFICATIONS
VST Plug-in based on Volterra Kernels Series. It emulates different
types of vintage gear: equalisers, filters, microphones, preamps,
compressors, reverb and generic time-variant processors (chorus,
flangers, phasers).

192.5 dB

6Khz, 8Khz, 11.025Khz, 14Khz, 16Khz, 22.05Khz, 24Khz, 32Khz,
44.1Khz, 48Khz, 60Khz, 64Khz, 70Khz, 77Khz, 88.2Khz, 96Khz,
176.4Khz, 192Khz, 352.8Khz, 384Khz

Program-dependent

AUDIO
64 bit floating point

CONTROL SOURCES
64 bit floating point

64 bit floating point, host-dependent

2.4

Program-dependent.
Real-time: 0.250 to 100 milliseconds.
Rendering: 0.050 to 100 milliseconds.

SSE2 for optimizations 2 & 5
Pentium IV or Athlon, 1.8 Ghz or better [Centrino 2 Ghz suggested]
512 Mbytes [1024 Mbytes suggested]

Windows, host with VST support

Windows 98 not supported
XEON processors supported
DUO processors supported

1000 with total recall

DESCRIPTION: 

DYNAMIC RANGE:

FREQUENCY RATES: 

HARMONIC ORDERS:

INTERNAL BIT RATE: 

IN/OUT BIT RATE: 

VST VERSION:

INTERNAL SPEED:

HARDWARE REQ.MENTS:

SOFTWARE REQ.MENTS: 

COMPATIBILITY ISSUES:

MEMORY LOCATIONS:
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MIDI IMPLEMENTATION CHART




